
 
 

 

 
 

 
Walking:  
Put collar on calmly. Collar should be “snug” and at the highest point around the 
neck. Don’t say, “Do you want to go for a walk?” and get the dog all excited. Open 
door and wait till dog is calm and not trying to leave- no tension on the leash. Give 
“BREAK” command when ready to go. Start walking. If dog pulls once outside, go 
back in and repeat. No sniffing or pottying unless at a designated area of YOUR 
choice. Quick/firm tug and release (POP) if correction is needed or if dog is 
pulling. Dog should be right at your side with a loose leash. Practice LOTS of 
waits, breaks, and turns. When you turn, say COME and turn quickly. Remember 
you are not asking the dog to behave, you are expecting it. Check dog’s body 
language. Ears should be back and head looking forward. Timing is everything. Stop 
the dog from reacting before it even happens. If dog is still reactive, give a tug 
and release and make a quick turn. Relax, look up, shoulders back, and enjoy your 
work. If you are nervous, your dog will be more nervous as well.  
If another dog is approaching (or a squirrel or cat) and corrections are not 
working, do a quick turn and regroup or use Pet Corrector Spray and say NO  when 
you spray it. The more you turn (Say COME) and practice waits with a si ,the more 
focused your dog will be. Remember to correct the second the ears go up or face 
becomes serious or fixated. Correct even for dirty thoughts. Remember, if the 
dog is pulling, make sure collar is up, leash is extremely short (dog RIGHT by your 
side), and that your energy is good. Don’t have a tense arm or be staring at the 
dog the whole time. Walk normal-the way you would if your dog was not with you. 
Driveway drills are more beneficial that walking straight.  Use 2 houses up and 2 
houses down.  
*Crating: (Video on www.LooseLeashesDogTraining.com) 
Say CRATE and have dog go into crate calmly. Use leash in beginning to guide the 
dog to the crate. Your arm should go RIGHT into the crate so there is NO 
hesitation at the door. Close door behind slowly, blocking entrance with body and 
wait till dog sits or relaxes or close the door on them. Correct for first sign of 
whining. 
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When you return, do not open crate door till dog is calm. Do not let the dog bolt 
out. Say WAIT and open door slowly using body to block or close door firmly  
when they try to bolt out. Once calm, let dog out by giving a calm command such 
as “BREAK” and stepping to side. Leash dog immediately if he or she wants to 
come around but then run around like crazy or jump.  
*Begging: 
Do not let dog sit right next to you while eating. Stand up and point to designated 
“place.” Tell dog to go to its place. Watch for first sign of movement and say AHH 
AHH PLACE and guide them back using leash guidance.  
*Feeding: (Videos on www.LooseLeashesDogTraining.com) 
Make dog wait for food. Say “WAIT” and put food down. If dog goes to eat, grab 
bowl and say “UHH UHH” or “WAIT” and pick the bowl back up over dog’s head. 
Wait till dog looks you in eyes and is calm. Say “Break” and let dog eat. Vary time 
eye contact is held. 
Fill Kong nightly with some dry food that you have moistened with water and 
freeze. Use small piece of dry food or pill pocket to clog small hole. Give in 
crate before leaving or just instead of meals. Visit the KONG website for more 
feeding ideas. https://www.kongcompany.com/recipes/ 
*Front Door Darting/Leaving the house: 
Open front door and claim your space. Make dog move back by using your body and 
the word “BACK” while pointing backwards. Practice opening and closing the door 
with the dog at least 5 feet away from the door. As soon as the dog even LOOKS 
like he or she will come towards the door, walk right into him, point backwards and 
say BACK. Best to practice on a leash for safety purposes.  
Jumping: 
When you get home or guests enter, do not acknowledge dog until calm. If dog 
jumps, use body to block and say NO, firmly. Pet dog once he/she is calm. When 
guests come in, use leash and prong collar. When doorbell rings, bring dog to door 
and open door with dog BEHIND you. Let your guest know to ignore the dog. When 
guest enters, give firm tug and release if dog attempt to jump. Let off leash  or 
let leash drag once dog is calm and ignoring guest. 
 
Focus Work: 
“Come Sit Down Break” food toss Game/activity 
Steps: 
Say- Dog’s name, then COME 



Say- SIT 
Say- BREAK (and toss food to the side. At this point, move to a different area 
then Say, “(Dog’s name) and COME!” Repeat steps 2 and 3 and add commands each 
time. For example, “Come, sit, down, paw, break!”  Do this with a portion of your 
dog’s daily food.  
 
Arms Out Focus Game: (Video on www.LooseLeashesDogTraining.com) 
*Hold 2 pieces of food, treats, or something extra yummy in your hands and 
spread out your arms with one piece in each hand 
*Have dog look into your eyes instead of food. Hold eye contact by saying “Good, 
Good, Good” whiling nodding your head. Say, “BREAK” and give one piece from 
either hand. Repeat again and again. 
 
Other focus activities to practice as often as possible: 
-Going in and out of crate using the words CRATE, WAIT, and BREAK. 
-Practice going in and out of the front door using the words WAIT, BREAK 
-Practice feeding with WAIT command 
-Practice PLACE using distractions and increasing durations  
-Crate drills 
-Walking in house on leash   
 
*Remember, whenever giving a command to your dog, always say NAME and then 
COMMAND. For example, “Bojangles Come!” Reward by saying GOOD BOY!!!! As 
SOON as he moves towards you. 

 
SOCIALIZATION 

Bring dog to a pet friendly place and car rides as much as possible at least once a 
week. Have people come in and out of your house with dog on leash and dog behind 
you to work on manners at your front door. Expose dog to as many dogs and 
smaller animals as often as possible. Have people wear things such as  hats, 
sunglasses, and uniforms around your dog. Makes lots of noises around dogs while 
using positive reinforcement. Using a back pack on your dog gives them a job and 
something else to focus on especially during a doggy “field trip.” 

 
STORMS/Fireworks 



 If your dog has any fears of storms or reactions to sounds, make sure you never 
coddle them and say “It’s ok, it’s ok” while they are in a state of fear. This will only 
reinforce the behavior. If you have a young puppy who has not yet been exposed to 
this, use lots of positive reinforcement and play with your dog at this time to divert 
the attention and for them to relate the sounds with something fun.  As soon as 
there is a sign of a storm coming get your dog up and moving and if the fear is very 
intense put the dog on a leash in the house and get them moving around with you. 
This is a great time to play games such as the “Come sit break” game.  You can you 
also give them a frozen Kong with some food in it at this time to keep them focused 
on something besides the sounds.  If their fear is very very bad you can use 
something such as cut up hotdogs to get them motivated. Whatever you do, do not 
let your dog lay somewhere on the ground shaking while you hover all over them and 
reinforce the bad behavior. Great time to practice basic obedience in the house.   

 
 
Separation Anxiety 

When you leave your house never make it a production. Do not say anything your 
dog. When you come back home, do the same. If you make a big production over 
leaving and coming home, so will they. Crate train a dog with separation anxiety. 
Correct for barking or whining in cage by calming walking up to the cage and firmly 
say NO and pop the top of the cage with hand or bonker. Whether you are home 
every day or not, the dog should have a few hours a day of interrupted sleep for a 
few hours in the crate with a cover over it  
 
Remember to always attach a “punisher/consequence” to the word NO. For 
example: Dog barks at front door, try to immediately say NO then either use 
Pet Corrector Spray, Leash pop, bonker, Ecollar correction, can of coins, 
firm hand clap) 

Recommended Training Videos: 
WWW.LooseLeashesDogTraining.com 

Go to RESOURCES page 
 

Please leave me a review and post pics or videos on my Loose Leashes Dog Training 
Facebook page J 

 
 

Quotes to Remember: 



 
“Mental exercise tires a dog physically more than 

physical exercise does” 
 

“Dog’s do speak, but only to those who know how 
to listen” 

 
“Self-confidence is gained from doing things that 

you were once afraid to do” 
 

“If it doesn’t challenge you, it doesn’t change 
you” 

 
“Walks are for walking” 

“Anything is better than a bowl of food.  
  


